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he recently released report The Mathematical Education of Teachers II (MET-II)
[Conference Board of the Mathematical
Sciences (CBMS), 2012] notes that, while
most secondary mathematics teachers
major in mathematics, many of the courses taken
focus on mathematics needed for graduate study
or careers in business. Prospective mathematics
teachers could be better served by courses that
“provide opportunities for future teachers to learn
the mathematics they need to know to be wellprepared beginning teachers who will continue to
learn new mathematical content and deepen their
understanding of familiar topics” [CBMS, 2012,
p. 5]. At present we appear to be in an exciting
period of innovation and experimentation in the
development of such courses, as mathematicians
with interest in secondary education have created a
wide array of new courses designed specifically for
mathematics majors studying to become teachers.
Teacher education programs include a variety
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edge. These courses fall largely into two categories:
mathematics courses offered by mathematics
departments and teaching methods courses offered by education departments. Many teaching
methods courses have begun to incorporate
content knowledge, especially as it relates to the
mathematics prospective teachers will teach and
the specialized mathematical knowledge needed
for the specific tasks of teaching [Ball, Thames,
and Phelps, 2008]. Yet there does not appear to
have been substantial change in the types of mathematics content courses that prospective teachers
(as mathematics majors) take, with one exception.
There are a growing number of courses offered
by mathematics departments where prospective
teachers learn new mathematics while simultaneously building connections between tertiary and
secondary mathematics. These connections courses
are presumed to help prospective secondary mathematics teachers (PSMT) situate and motivate the
mathematics that they will teach.
The impetus for the increasing number of connections courses has come about for at least two
reasons. First, research over the past twenty-plus
years has articulated the need for such knowledge,
expanded our thinking about what mathematics
teachers need to know, and pushed us to think
about how this knowledge develops. Second, we
see an increasing number of productive and sustained collaborations between mathematicians
and mathematics educators, such that many in the
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mathematics community are now engaged in efforts to improve K–12 mathematics education.
To better understand the landscape of connections courses, we conducted an informal survey
of institutions to uncover some of the innovative
courses that are currently offered to PSMT. We
looked at department websites, spoke with colleagues in mathematics and mathematics education, collected syllabi, and interviewed course
instructors. We concluded that the landscape of
connections courses appears to be composed
of two distinct types of courses: (a) secondary
mathematics from an advanced standpoint and (b)
tertiary mathematics with connections.
In secondary mathematics from an advanced
standpoint courses, secondary mathematics topics
are covered at a level of depth and rigor suitable
for undergraduate mathematics students, but the
connections to the mathematics content PSMT
will be teaching are explicitly investigated. Such
focus allows teachers to see the importance of the
mathematics they are required to take as undergraduates and contemplate pedagogical strategies
that might support students’ thinking in ways that
can make advanced mathematics more accessible.
For example, mathematicians and mathematics
educators at Michigan State University (MSU) have
developed a capstone course for mathematics
majors planning on becoming secondary teachers.
The course aims to deepen PSMT understanding
of secondary mathematics by focusing specifically
on analysis and algebra, as well as to help PSMT
describe the connections among secondary topics
and connections between secondary and tertiary
mathematics. Since the course is an upper-level
mathematics course, it is not simply a high school
mathematics class, but one that (according to the
course syllabus) provides students “insight and
understanding of high school mathematics from
the viewpoint of junior/senior-level college mathematics.” Objectives include analyses of alternative
approaches to mathematical ideas, extensions and
generalizations of familiar theorems, and discussions of relations between topics studied in this
course and contemporary high school curricula.
To achieve these objectives, the MSU course
uses two textbooks: Mathematics for High School
Teachers—An Advanced Perspective [Usiskin et al.,
2002] and Field Theory and Its Classical Problems
[Hadlock, 1979]. The first textbook approaches
secondary topics using tertiary mathematics, such
as by considering algebraic structures and solving equations by considering seemingly simple
questions such as, When do the equations a + x =
b and ax = b have solutions? When are those solutions unique? When are there no solutions? These
questions extend high school algebra to abstract
algebra through the generalization of the operations of addition and subtraction to any binary
operation. Such explorations can deepen teachers’
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knowledge about solving equations and the nature
of solutions.
The second textbook delves into interesting
problems in Galois theory but requires nothing
more than knowledge of calculus and linear algebra. Hadlock illustrates connections between
tertiary and secondary mathematics by discussing
classical Greek problems that are presented in high
school but never proved (e.g., trisecting an angle)
and by devoting significant attention to polynomials, a secondary topic, using fields and field extensions. When approaching classical problems, the
course prompts MSU students to create a bridge
between the mathematics they will teach and solutions that may require more complex mathematics.
The second type of connections course, tertiary
mathematics with connections, aims to provide
PSMT with the knowledge necessary to teach mathematics effectively by beginning with tertiary content and subsequently focusing on the importance
of these topics within secondary mathematics.
These courses generally focus on one content area,
such as algebra, real analysis, or geometry, which
appears to be most relevant to high school teaching. The courses largely use advanced textbooks,
and connections are drawn from class discussion
or supplementary materials usually written by the
instructor.
For example, the University of Illinois-Chicago
offers a tertiary-mathematics-with-connections
course in real analysis for PSMT, Mathematical
Analysis for Teachers. The goals are to provide a
rigorous first course in real analysis and insight
into connections between what PSMT learn in college and the secondary mathematics they will be
teaching. Students embark on a rigorous, axiomatic
development of the real number system where they
are required to prove most theorems. Students
then prove the major theorems of calculus and
find and explain examples and counterexamples
to definitions and theorems encountered. Connections naturally arise throughout the course
through common errors in teaching and doing
secondary mathematics that are unavoidable because of the nature of mathematics. For example,
students have the opportunity to discuss solutions
to quadratic (and higher polynomial) equations
when they work to prove that there are no zero
divisors for the real numbers. Many PSMT may be
comfortable saying that if (x – 1)(x – 3) = 0, then x
= 1 and x = 3 are the solutions. However, without
the above theorem they cannot explain why these
are the only two solutions. Examples such as this
one aim to provide PSMT with the opportunity to
see how concepts and methods of proof in real
analysis are directly applicable to the mathematics
they will be teaching.
Secondary mathematics teachers need deep
knowledge of mathematics to be effective. Recent
policy documents, including the MET-II report,
AMS	Volume 60, Number 10

make clear that secondary mathematics teachers
not only need high-quality content courses but
also a set of different kinds of learning experiences
that help make connections between tertiary and
secondary mathematics.
We have focused on two types of courses: secondary mathematics from an advanced standpoint
and tertiary mathematics with connections. While
we feel confident in the legitimacy of these two
categories of connections courses, we acknowledge
that there may be courses and categories we were
unable to detect in our inquiry. However, our goal
was to try to capture the range of what might exist
at present, showcase some of the courses that are
working to build specific content knowledge for
PSMT, and stimulate dialogue. We hope that our
work can become a springboard for more systematic analyses of the spectrum of content courses
now being offered and developed across the U.S.
We believe that these courses can help prepare our
future mathematics teachers by building a strong
foundation of mathematical content knowledge.
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The study of computational problems on graphs has long
been a central area of research in computer science. However,
recent years have seen qualitative changes in both the
problems to be solved and the tools available to do so.
Application areas such as computational biology, the web,
social networks, and machine learning give rise to large
graphs and complex statistical questions that demand new
algorithmic ideas and computational models. A wide variety
of techniques are emerging for addressing these challenges:
from semidefinite programming and combinatorial
preconditioners.
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• Semidefinite Programming and Graph Algorithms
(February 10-14, 2014)
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mathematics and computation.
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